
Why Consider Tomorrow’s Rainbow?

Nurturing emotional wellness and 
resiliency for children, teens, and families 

experiencing grief, loss, or trauma.

Since 2005, Tomorrow's Rainbow has
provided a unique alternative to indoor
therapeutic services, offering
bereavement support groups for
children ages 3-18 and their
caregivers, and now, individual
counseling for those suffering from
trauma.

We specialize in experiential services
including therapeutic art, play,
and Eagala model Equine-Assisted
Psychotherapy - the global standard. 

Come and experience the Tomorrow’s
Rainbow difference, and see for yourself
how award-winning programming can
translate into confidence, resiliency, and
joy in your child or teen.
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consider a contribution
Tomorrow’s Rainbow is a 501C(3) nonprofit agency
that receives only limited government funding to
support our trauma therapy program. Our
bereavement program's success depends solely on
the generosity of individuals, businesses, and
foundations, as well as a talented and dedicated
group of volunteers. To keep our bereavement
services free of charge to support those most in
need, we must raise $1,500 per child annually. Your
contribution is greatly needed in order to keep up
with our community's urgent demand for services. 



Tomorrow's Rainbow has helped
thousands of children, teens, and adults
through connections with those sharing
similar life experiences. We understand
how to honor each individual's journey,
including the desire to be heard and 
 understood.

Tomorrow’s Rainbow is our community's
safe haven for those suffering from grief,
loss, or trauma. At our 2.5 acre mini-ranch,
we are the premier outdoor resource for
bereavement support groups and solution-
focused therapeutic services with the help
of our herd of horses, big and small. 

Come connect with us, and see how horses
help restore emotional wellness. 

A Child’s Journey connection

One of the most difficult life events a child
can face is the death of a significant
person. Children grieve in their own
language, which is play, giving the 
appearance that nothing has changed.
Often times, caregivers, teachers, or other
family members mistake this behavior for
acceptance and healing. 

Grief is a lifelong journey. Now, more than
ever, children are experiencing trauma in
addition to grief. Our expert team of
trauma-informed, Eagala certified clinicians
and equine specialists are here to support
you and your family while restoring hope
and joy during life's most challenging times. 

One beautiful day on a Texas highway, the
lives of the Mosher family changed
forever. A head-on collision took Paul's life  
and left his wife, Abby, and son, Dustin,
hospitalized.

With great medical insurance, they 
were fortunate to have mental health
counseling available to them. But Abby
was saddened by the fact that there were
so many children that did not have the
same benefit. 

Three years later, Abby met Shel, and
Tomorrow's Rainbow was born.  Now,
Abby, Shel, and a wonderful herd of horses
as well as goats, donkeys, and a pig - live
together and honor Paul's memory at
Tomorrow's Rainbow.

The Tomorrow'sRainbow story


